
GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The Gryphon Tactical Shemagh comes with two GrypMag™ Carriers that magnetically attach to the frame of Revision’s 
MerlinHawk™ Goggle or SnowHawk® Goggle. There are two GrypMag™ locations within the shemagh, which allows for 
multiple wrapping styles. 

GRYPMAG™ TECHNOLOGY
Built-in magnetic attachment points in the frame and headwear give the user the ability to seamlessly connect the 
goggle and headwear, creating a complete facial seal.

INSTRUCTIONS

GRYPHON TACTICAL SHEMAGH 
USER INSTRUCTIONS
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Step 1: With shemagh completely open, 
insert the carrier in the middle location of 
the shemagh. (See the Gryphon Headwear 
Accessories Instructions on how to insert 
the carrier.)

Step 2: Fold shemagh into a triangle 
by matching one corner with the corner 
diagonally opposite from it, folding the 
square in half and into a triangle. Make 
sure the carrier location is on the fold line. 

Step 3: Place the carrier on the bridge of 
your nose and drape the 2 corners of the 
shemagh over your shoulders, leaving the 
other corner to drape down in front of your 
face, neck and chest.

Step 4: Holding the ends up, keeping the 
material taut against your face, tie a 
single knot at the back of your neck.

Step 5: Bring the ends of the tied shemagh 
back over your shoulders so that they drape 
down over your chest.

Step 6: Adjust the shemagh as needed 

FOLDING METHOD 1: Protection for the lower half of the face.



Step 1: With shemagh completely open, 
insert the carrier in the location near the 
edge of the shemagh. (See the Gryphon 
Headwear Accessories Instructions on how 
to insert the carrier.)

Step 2: Fold shemagh into a triangle 
by matching one corner with the corner 
diagonally opposite from it, folding the 
square in half and into a triangle. Make 
sure the carrier location is on the fold line. 

Step 3: Drape shemagh over head and 
position the folded edge of the shemagh 
over forehead, somewhere between 
hairline and eyebrows keeping the carrier 
on the right side.

Step 4: Pull the left side around to the 
right so that it wraps completely under 
your chin. Pull the end over your shoulder 
and toward the back of your head in order 
to keep it tight under your chin.

Step 5: Grab the folded edge of the right 
side with your left hand and pull it all the 
way across your face, toward your left side. 
The carrier should fit over the bridge of your 
nose so that the shemagh drapes across 
your nose and mouth.

Step 6: Bring the two ends of the shemagh 
together at the top of your head and tie the 
ends together using two overhand knots to 
secure the shemagh in place. 

Step 7:  Adjust the shemagh as needed 
so that the material covers the top of your 
head and lower half of your face without 
covering your eyes.

FOLDING METHOD 3: Protection for the head and face, and from breathing in sand or debris-filled air.
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Step 1: With shemagh completely open, 
insert the carrier in the location near the 
edge of the shemagh. (See the Gryphon 
Headwear Accessories Instructions on how 
to insert the carrier.)

Step 2: Fold shemagh into a triangle 
by matching one corner with the corner 
diagonally opposite from it, folding the 
square in half and into a triangle. Make 
sure the carrier location is on the fold line. 

Step 3: Drape shemagh over head and 
position the folded edge of the shemagh 
over forehead, somewhere between 
hairline and eyebrows keeping the carrier 
on the right side.

Step 4: Pull the left side around to the 
right so that it wraps completely under 
your chin. Pull the end over your shoulder 
and toward the back of your head in order 
to keep it tight under your chin.

Step 5: Grab the folded edge of the right 
side with your left hand and pull it all the 
way across your face, toward your left side. 
The carrier should fit over the bridge of your 
nose so that the shemagh drapes across 
your nose and mouth.

Step 6: Tie the two ends at the back of your 
head using a tight overhand or double knot 
to secure the shemagh in place. Roughly 
around the back center, and it must be 
tight enough to keep the shemagh on your 
face making sure that the material is taut 
against all parts of your neck, face, and 
head.

Step 7:  Adjust the shemagh as needed 
so that the material covers the top of your 
head and lower half of your face without 
covering your eyes.

FOLDING METHOD 2: Protection for the head and face, and from breathing in sand or debris-filled air.


